
 

SICO® 1800 Dual & Single Height Stages 

 

 

 Portable Self-storing Unit - Designed to be 
a compact, self-contained unit for efficient 
single person set-up and easy storage 
resulting in considerable savings in labor 
and time. 

 Mobile / Folding / Portable – One person 
easily folds the decks up and rolls the stage 
into and out of use on built-in wheels.  

 Over-Center Locking Mechanism (SICO 
Exclusive) - Keeps unit and legs locked 
safely into place during transport. 

 Deck Surfaces & Construction - 
Complement your deck surface with long 
wearing, non-raveling, stain resistant carpet, 
or a durable scratch resistant Tuff-deck. 
Vinyl coated steel edge banding prevents 
edge damage. Deck interior construction is  
a 5/8” puncture resistant plywood. 

 Velcro - Placed around the perimeter of 
stage for easy drape attachment. No clips to 
break or lose. 

 Unit-to-Unit Connector - Holds two stage 
units securely together. Limits the open 
space between stage units. Highlighted in 
yellow and easy to use.  

 Tiered Stage Unit-To-Unit Connectors - 
Built in connectors to secure tiered stage 
risers between levels. 

 Pin and Cable Height Adjusters - Allows 
for easy and convenient height adjustment. 

 

 Stage Legs - In set-up position unit rests on 
8 direct-to-floor load bearing legs that serve 
as points of contact to stabilize the stage in 
the use position. 

 Leg Glides - Non-marring glides protect 
floors. 

 Heavy-Duty Wheels - Non-marring 5” 
wheels protect floors, and are designed for 
long term life. No heavy sections to lift or 
carry. Eliminates the need for purchase of a 
cart. 

 Yellow Parts - All adjustable and 
operational parts are painted a bright yellow 
for easy identification.  

 Vinyl Coated Steel Edge - Provides long 
lasting wear and durability. 

 Unitized Steel Frame - Long lasting 
strength and durability. A rigid, one-piece 
unitized steel frame is designed to support 
the deck load of 125 lbs. per square foot. 
(278.3 kg. per square meter), reduce 
vibration and eliminate noise. 

 Serial Numbers - Attached to frame for 
easy identification. 

 Guardrails - Provide an added safety 
feature and are required for use with all 
SICO® stages and risers. 

 SICO® Warranty - 3-Year warranty on 
components with a Lifetime Warranty on 
welds. 

Features, Advantages & Benefits



SICO® 1800 Dual & Single Height Stages 

Specifications 
 

Model # A: set-down ht. B: storage ht. C:storage width 

Multiple Height 6’ x 8’ (183cm x 244cm) 

Carpet             TuffDeck 

1812-624         1882-624 
16” - 24” 
(41cm - 61cm) 

60” 
(152cm) 

17” 
(43cm) 

1812-624         1882-632 24” - 32” 
(61cm - 81cm) 

68” 
(173cm) 

21” 
(53cm) 

1812-640         1882-640 32” -  40” 
(81cm - 102cm) 

76” 
(193cm) 

21” 
(53cm) 

Single Height 6’ x 8’ (183cm x 244cm) 

1811-608          1881-608 8” (20cm) 52” (132cm) 16 ½ (42cm) 

1811-616          1881-616 16” (41cm) 60” (152cm) 17” (43cm) 

1811-624          1881-624 24” (61cm) 68” (173cm) 21” (53cm) 

1811-632          1881-632 32” (81cm) 76” (193cm) 21” (53cm) 

Multiple Hight 4’ x 8’ (122cm x 244cm) 

1812-424           1882-424 16” - 24” 
(41cm - 61cm) 

60” 
(152cm) 

17” 
(43cm) 

1812-432           1882-432 24” - 32” 
(61cm - 81cm) 

68” 
(173cm) 

21” 
(53cm) 

1812-440           1882-440 32” - 40” 
(81cm - 102cm) 

76” 
(193cm) 

21” 
(53cm) 

Single Height 4’ x 8’ (122cm - 244cm) 

1811-408           1881-408 8” (20cm) 52” (132cm) 16 ½ (42cm) 

1811-416           1881-416 16” (41cm) 60” (153cm) 17” (43cm) 

1811-424           1881-424 24” (61cm) 68” (173cm) 21” (53cm) 

1811-432           1881-432 32” (81cm) 76” (193cm) 21” (53cm) 

Single Height 3’ x 8’ (91cm x 244cm) 

1811-308           1881-308 8” (20cm) 52” (132cm) 16 ½ (42cm) 

1811-316           1881-316 16” (41cm) 60” (152cm) 17” (43cm) 

1811-324           1881-324 24” (61cm) 68” (173cm) 21” (53cm) 

1811-332           1881-332 32” (81cm) 76” (193cm) 21” (53cm) 

 

 

 

 



SICO® 1800 Stage Dimensions 

 

 

 



SICO® 1800 Stage Dimensions 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                              For More Information Visit: http://www.sicoinc.com/1800.php 
1.800.328.6138 


